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Attached to this Bulletin is revised
Section 260, Classification of Assets,
of the ‘Ihrlft Activities Regulatory
Handbook. This section replaces the
current Section 260 (which should
be removed from the Handbook). It
will be reprinted and incorporated
into the next update of the handbook. At that time, this regulatory
bulletin will be rescinded.

Section 260 discusses the requirement of savings associations to
review and, as appropriate, classify
their assets and provides guidance
for regulators to use when they
review different types of assets. The
attached section incorporates guidance issued by the four Fderal
bank and thrift
tory agencies
on November 7,1
T 1 (“Interagency
Policy Statement on the Review and
Classification of Commercial Real
Estate Loans”) and a new OTS policy on the classit%ation of troubled,
collateral-dependent loans. The new
policy on the classification of trou-

(
I

bled, collateral-dependent
loans is
based on the proposal issued for
public comment by O’IS in October
1992, though the original proposal
has been revised bas& on the public comments we received.
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Section 260

Introduction

Special Mention

Thesystem of classification of assets is one of the

On June 10,1993, the federal banking and thrift
ulatory a
ties issued uniform guidance to 4 ’
the use o $”Special Mention for supervisory purposes.
‘Ihe four agencies adopted the following uniform
definition for Special Mention assets:

tools used to evaluate asset quality to determine the
adequacy of valuation allowances. Classification of
assets serves several urposes for both the Office of
Thrift Supervision (8 ‘IS) and savings associations.
Asset classifications can be used as a management
tool to identify and monitor portfolio risk. An analysis of a savings association’s classified assets is
essential to the proper evaluation of a saving3 associatian’s asset quality, financial condition, and ultimately, the risk to the Savings Association Insurance
Fund (SAIF). The level of asset problems, as evidenced by classifications, also serves as a reflection
of management’s abilities to implement sound operating policies and procedures and to comply with
regulatory requirements.
All savings association assets are subject to
classification. Additionally, Substandard and Doubtful classifications must be considered in the determination of an adequate level of an association’s general valuation allowances.
Loss classiftcations
require either the establishment of a specific allowance or char
ff of 100% of the balance so
classified. (Reer
To to Thrift Activities Regulatory
Handbook Section 261, Adequacy of Valuation
Allowances.)
Asset Quality Ratings

As fully developed in Thrift Activities Handbook
Section X9, Sampling regulators select a sample of
assets for review and analysis to determine credit
quality. Each asset reviewed is assigned a quality
rating based on a regulator’s best judgment of the
likelii
of repayment or orderly liquidation.
Asset quality ratings are divided into three groups:
Pass (unclassified), Special Mention, and Classified
(adverse classification).
PRSS
A Pass asset is considered of sufficient quality to
preclude a Special Mention or an adverse rating.
Pass assets generally are well protected by the current net worth and paying capacity of the obligor or
by the value of the asset or underlying collateral.

OfSad
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The Special Mention asset has potential
weaknesses that deserve management’s close
attention. If left uncorreded, these potential
weaknesses may result in deterioration of the
repayment prospects for the asset or in the
institution’s credit position at some future
date. Special mention assets are not adversely
classified and do not expose an institution to
sufficient risk to warrant adverse &s&ication_
Assets that could be included in this category
include loans that have develo ed credit weaknesses
since origination as well as g ose that were originated with such weaknesses. This includes loans the
institution is unable to properly supervise because
of an inadequate loan agreement, inadequate control
over collateral (when such control is necessary to
effect full repayment of the loan), or when a loan is
made with significant deviations from prudent lending practices. An adverse trend in the obliger‘s operations or the obligor’s highly leveraged balance
sheet may warrant a Special Mention designation,
provided that neither condition has deteriorated to
the oint that timely repayment is jeopardized. If
tune Yy payment
is jeopardized,
an adverse
classification may be warranted.
Special Mention should not be used to identify an
asset that has as its sole weakness credit data exceptions or collateral documentation exceptions that are
not material to the timely repayment of the asset.
For example, the failure of an institution to obtain
current borrower financial statements on a performing loan does not, by itself, indicate a weakness in
the loan and should not be cause for the loan to be
automatically designated Special Mention. There
may be cases, however, where borrowers fail to provide updated financial statements because they are
reluctant to disclose their poor operating performance, which could justify Special Mention designation or adverse classification. For large dollar
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amount loans, where the decision as to whether to
classify the loan is heavily dependent on the borrower’s (or property+) cash flows, regulators should
have the institution obtain current financial statements during the examination or initiate other
verification measures.
The Special Mention designation may also be approriate when the collateral agreement of a performing
Poan is not properly executed. In such a case, if the
borrower is dependent on the sale of, or the cash
flow from, the collateral to re ay the loan in a timely
manner, then a Special Iv!ention designation is
appropriate (or, if timely repayment is jeopardized,
an adverse classification may be warranted).
On the other hand, regulators should not designate
as Special Mention a performing construction loan
where the institution has failed to inspect construction in progress. The lack of such ins
tions is a
deficiency in the institution’s loan aII=
ministration
function and does not (by itself) indicate a weakness
in the loan that may result in deterioration of the
repayment prospects of the loan.

Mention assets in their analysis of the institution’s
overall asset quality.
Adverse Class@tions
As provided for in the regulations,
adverse classifications:

Regulators should not combine Special Mention
assets with classified assets in the ROE or other
reports. As appropriate, however, regulators should
continue to consider the level and trends of Special

2602
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there are three

Substandard: An asset classified Substandard is inadequately protected by the current net worth and
paying capacity of the obligor or by the collateral
pledged, if any. Assets so classified must have a
well-defined weakmess or weaknesses. They are
characterized by the distinct possibility that the association will sustain some loss if the deficiencies are
not corrected. [12 CPR 5 563X0.]
Assets classified Substandard may be characterized
by one or a combination of the following weaknesses:
Primary source of repayment is gone or severely
impaired and the association may have to rely
upon the secondary source;

Finally, the Special Mention desi
tion should not
include loans listed merely “for tl?zarecord,” such as
when uncertainties and complexities, coupled with a
large loan amount, create reservations about the
quality of the loan. Regulators are not expected to
identify all loans that will become troubled at some
future date. If weaknesses or evidence of imprudent
handling cannot be identified, inclusion of an asset
as Special Mention is not justified.
Careful identification of assets that properly belong
in this category is important to determine the extent
of risk in the portfolio and to provide constructive
criticism to management. Generally, Special Mention
assets will not be individually detailed in the report
of examination (ROE). When Special Mention assets
are detailed in the ROE, however, the loans should
be written up in a manner similar to that used for
adversely classified assets per the instructions outAsset
lined under the subheading, “Classified
Comments,” found later in this Section.

260

Loss does not seem likely, but suff%ient problems have arisen to cause the association to go to
abnormal len
to protect its
sition in order
to maintain a Bf”
‘gh probability o p”repayment;
Obligors are unable to generate enough cash
flow to reduce their debts;
Deterioration in collateral value or inadequate
tion or verification of value (if the collatins
e Jet is expected to be the source of repayment);
Flaws in documentation leave the association in
a subordinated or unsecured position when the
collateral is needed for the repayment of the
loan.
The presence of one or more of these factors does
not mandate that the asset be adversely classified if,
in the regulator’s judgment, the presence of such factors does not indicate a weakness that jeopardizes
the timely liquidation of the asset or disposition of
the collateral, at the asset’s book value.
Doubtful: An asset classified Doubtful has the weaknesses of those classified Substandard, with the
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added characteristic that the weaknesses make collection or liquidation in full, on the basis of currently

existing facts, conditions, and values, highly questionable and improbable. [12 CPR 8 563.160.)
The likelihood of a loss on an asset or portion of an
asset classified Doubtful is high. Due to important
ific pending factors, however, its
and reasonably s
classification as E s is not ap roprlate. Factors that
may result in a Doub tfu! rather than Loss
classification include: real property collateral whose
value ls uncertain due to toxic waste cleanup; proposed merger, acquisition, or liquidation procedures; ca ital injection; perfection of a Lien on additional co Ipateral; or refinancing pians.

The Doubtful classification should not be used to
defer the full recognition of an expected loss.
Management should attempt to identify, then recognize, losses in a timely manner.
Loss: That portion of an asset classified Loss is considered uncollectible and of such little value that its
continuance as an asset, without establishment of a
specific valuation allowance or charge-off, is not
warranted. This classification does not necessaril
mean that an asset has absolutely no recovery or J vage value; but rather, it is not practical or desirable
to defer writing off a basically worthless asset (or
portion) even though partial recovery may be
effected in the future. [12 CFR 5 563.160.]
An asset may be subject to a “split classification,”
whereby two or more portions of the same asset are
given separate classihcations. For example, assume
that an association has an unsecured loan to a company in liquidation. The bankrupt
trustee has indicated a minimum disbursement o7 40% and a maximum disbursement of 65% to unsecured creditors.
In this situation, estimates are based on liquidation
value appraisals with asset values yet to be realized.
A proper classification would show 40% Substandard, 25% Doubtful, and 35% Loss. Therefore, if an
association uses specific valuation allowances in lieu
of char e-offs, both s ecific and general allowances
would %e establish J on the same asset. (Refer to
Thrift Activities Regulatory Handbook Section 261,
Adequacy of Valuation Allowances.)
Self-Classification
Savings associations are r uired by 5 563.160 to
independently review, classi“ty , and set aside approofno.of
lluiftsu~on
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priate valuation allowances for their assets. OTs’s
classification system encourages associations to
identify weaknesses inherent in their lending strategies and practices in addition to quantifying current
problems. It sexes as an early warning system and
is a crucial tool to reduce the risks of loss to both the
association and the SAIF. It can reveal lending patterns or deficiencies in portfolio administration that
consistently cause an association collection problems. Once the association identifies such patterns or
deficiencies, management and the board of directors
can avoid practices that have resulted in a higher
level of classified assets. In this way, the
classification process can serve as a preventive, as
well as a protective, function.
Although associations are not required to use the
same categories as resented above, the categories
should correlate to tEe classification definitions. This
wiIl serve to facilitate the examination
recess and
the preparation of quarterly reports to o# of aggregate totals in each of the three asset classification categories.
The regulator’s primary focus should be to highlight
and correct weaknesses in the association’s selfclassification system. A well-organized, competent,
and independent i.nternaI asset review department
that encompasses the self-classification process will
ultimately result in less regulator time spent on loan
reviews and asset classifications. It would be
expected that the asset review department will segregate problem and potentiaI problem loans and
other assets, and provide a comprehensive analysis
of these and larger credits. In those associations with
a qualified asset review department, a regulator’s
time may be spent in review and possible update of
the work performed by that department. Internally
prepared credit quality analyses should be reviewed
to determine concurrent e with the association’s
assigned ratings. Larger credits that have not been
assigned an adverse dassification should be sampled to determine concurrence with the Pass rating
and the integrity of the system. (Refer to Thrift
Activities Regulatory Handbook Section 210, Lending Risk Assessment, as well as Section 209, Sampling.)
Association management is expected to update
classifications between examinations,
based on
improvements or deterioration that occurs. The
proper monitoring of asset quality necessitates the
association’s ability to either upgrade or downgrade
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classifications. If it is determined that an association
abuses its privilege to upgrade classifications, the
regionaf director has the authority to revoke such
privilege. In this situation, the association would
continue to report selfclassifications; however, no
could
be
regulator-accorded
classifications
upgraded between examinations unless the asset
classified had been liquidated or the institution
receives the prior approval of the 01s to upgrade a
classification. It is expected that a regulator’s
classifications should closely parallel those of the
association. Where they do not, a careful review of
the association’s self-classification
rocedures is
warranted to determine the reasons Por the disparity.

Secondary sources of repayment, such as guarantors
or endorsers, must be evaluated for ability and willingness to provide debt service when the pz
repayment source is unable to perform.
should consider the association’s track recor
R7”. Has it
been able to successfully collect on such guaran~es
or endorsements in the past? Secondary sources of
repayment may mitigate the loss potential on commercial loans. Regulators should review the guarantor’s current financial information and past payment
histo , and judge whether orderly repayment of the
debt 3: ough a secondary source will continue.

SECTION:

Classification Considerations
Presented below are considerations that should be
kept in mind when specific asset portfolios are
reviewed. (Refer to individual asset quality Sections
of this Handbook for more detailed analysis considerations.)

In the analysis of commercial loans for classification
purposes, consideration is given to the purpose of
the loan and the risk inherent in the project; the
nature and degree of collateral security; the character, capacity, financial responsibility, and performance record of the borrower; and the feasibility
and probability of orderly repayment of the loan in
accordance with s ecified terms. The willingness
and ability of a de 1tor to perform as agreed is the
primary measure of the risk of the loan. This implies
that the borrower must have earnings or liquid
assets sufficient to meet interest payments and provide for reduction or li uidation of principal as
agreed at a reasonable an % foreseeable date. It does
not mean, however, that borrowers must at all times
be in a position to liquidate their loans, for in many
cases that would defeat the original purpose of
extending credit.
Commercial real estate loans are often primarily
dependent on the cash flows of the undeyaT;i
security to meet scheduled debt service.
should analyze historical and projected cas
Ref5Fflows
and under1 * g assumptions of the property to
determine lF
* there is a sufficient debt service coverage (the net cash flows of the property divided by
the required debt service).

260.4
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When a troubled commercial real estate loan is analyzed for a possible Loss classification, the regulator
must consider the likelihood of the association
obtaining title to the property through either foreclosure or a deed in lieu of foreclosure. Loans that an
association has restructured are neither automatically classified nor exempt from classification. The
credit must be analyzed in the same manner as other
loans to determine risk of nonpayment. (Refer to
Thrift Activities Regulatory Handbook Section 240,
Troubled Debt Restructurings.)
Commercial real estate loans that are adequately
protected by the current sound worth and debt service capacity of the borrower,
arantor, or the
underlying collateral are gen enX y not classified.
Similarly, loans to sound borrowers that are
renewed or refinanced in accordance with prudent
underwriting standards to creditworthy commercial
borrowers should not be classified unless welldefined weaknesses exist that jeopardize repayment.
An institution should not be criticized for continuing
to carry loans having weaknesses that result in
classification as long as the institution has a wellconceived and effective workout plan for such borrowers and effective internal controls to manage
these loans.
In evaluating commercial real estate credits for possible classification, regulators should apply the standard classification definitions described in 12 CPR
563.160. In determining the appropriate classification, consideration should be given to all important information on repayment prospects, including
information on the borrower’s creditworthiness, the
value of, and the cash flow provided by, all collateral that supports the loan, and any support provided by financially responsible guarantors.
The loan record of performance to date is important
and must be taken into consideration. As a general
iEftS”ptWiSiOIl
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principal, a performing commercial real estate loan
should not automatically be classified or charged off
solely because the value of the underlying collateral
has declined to an amount that ls less than the loan
balance. It would be appropriate, however, to classify a performing loan when welldefmed weaknesses exist that jeopardize repayment, such as the
lack of credible support for full repayment from reliable sources.
These principles hold for individual loans, even if
rtions or segments of the industry to which the
belongs are experiencing
financial
K rrower
difficulties. The evaluation of each loan should be
based on the fundamental characteristics that affect
the collectibility of the particular loan. ‘Ihe problems
broadly associated with certain segments of an
industry should not lead to overly pessimistic
assessments of individual loans that are not affected
by the problems of the troubled sectors.
Valuation and Uassificntion of hubled,
Dependent luans

Collateral-

ment. The term “all a&u&
original contractual terms,
below.

due” is based on the
except as discussed

For a troubled, collateral-dependent
loan (whether
or not restructured) where, based on current information it is probable, but not reasonably assured,
that the lender will be able to collect all amounts due
(both principal and interest), any excess of the
recorded investment in the loan over its value
should be classified Doubtful, and the remainder
should generally be classified Substandard.
For a troubled, collateral-dependent loan, it will be
deemed probable, but not reasonabl assured, that
the lender will be able to collect alz amounts due
when the expected future cash flows, on an undiscounted basis, from the operation and sale of the collateral over a period of time not to exceed the intermediate term (e.g., five years) are equal to or greater
than the principal and interest payments due according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement.
An exception to this policy is for a loan that was

Effective September 30,1993, OTB policy for troubled, collateral-dependent loans (where proceeds for
repayment can be expected to come onl from the
operation and sale of the colllateral) is as rallows:
For a troubled, collateral-dependent loan where,
based on current information and events, it is probable that the lender will be unable to collect all
amounts due (both principal and interest), any
excess of the recorded investment in the loan Over its
“value” should be classitied Loss, and the remainder
should generally be classified Substandard.
For a troubled, collateraldependent
loan, the
“value” is either: (1) the present value of the
ted future cash flows, discounted at the loan’s
zTec
ective interest rate, based on the original contractual terms (“loan-rate present value”); (2) the loan’s
observable market price; or (3) the fair value of the
collateral.
For a troubled, collateraldependent loan, it is probable that the lender will be unable to collect all
amounts due when the expected future cash flows,
on an undiscounted basis, from the o eration and
sale of the collateral over a period 0 P time not to
exceed the intermediate term (e.g., five years) are
less than the principal and interest payments due
according to the contractual terms of the loan agree-

restructured in a troubled debt restructuring involving a modification of terms prior to September 30,

1993. For. loans restructured before Se tember 30,
1993, the evaluation for probability of co e ection may
be based on the collectibility of principal and interest
under the restructured contractual terms. For all
restructured loans, including loans modified before
and after September 30,1993, that become impaired
after modification, the measurement of value is
based on the same standard discussed above: (1) the
present value of the expected future cash flows discounted at the loan’s ori ’
contracted interest
rate; (2) the loan’s observab Pe market price; or (3) the
fair value of the collateral, if the loan is collateraldependent.
OTS does not allow savings associations to use general valuation allowances to cover any amount considered to be a Loss under the above policy; however, Specific Valuation Allowances (SVAs) may be
used in lieu of chargeoffs.
Morf age Loans (One- to Four-Family, Owner-Occupied
DwelPin@
The primary indicator for dassifj4ng owneroccupied home loans is the past payment history. As
such, slow loans (5 561.48) provide a good starting
point to determine the mortgage loans to be

oaad
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classification. -Re
tars are lo follow 12 CFR 55
561.13 and 561.4Yawhen open-end and closed-end
consumer credit are classified.

adversely classified. Due to the volume of such loans
in the thrift industry, a regulator’s time should not
be invested in individual review of all slow mortgage loans to determine if adverse classification is
appru riate. Rather, all slow mortgage loans are pr+
S umel
to be Substandard, with the burden placed
on management to provide reasons for nonadverse
classification of individual credits. Possible reasons
for not adversely classifying a slow mortgage loan
might be the imminent sale of the property (evidenced by a signed agreement) that will liquidate
the loan, or payments received during the examination that eliminate the loan from a slow status.l

these regulations provide that: closed-end consumer installment credit delin uent 120 days or more
(five morfthly payments) wf’ be classifxd Loss, and
loo@leie
uent 90 to 119 days (four monthly pay“%, categorized as Slow. Open-end consumer installment credit (credit cards) delinquent 180
days or more (seven zero billing cycles) will be
classified Loss, and loans delinquent 90 to 179 days
(four to six zero billing cycles) will be categorizd as
Slow. As with owner-occu ied mortgage loans, Slow
credits are presumed gubstandard,
subject to
roviding documen tation that such an
management
adverse class’J cation is not warranted.

Loans or contracts to facilitate the sale of foreclosed
mort ges, though genemlly of higher risk due to
highYoan- tw al ue ratios, are not, by definition, slow
loans. ‘l&se loans are not presumed Substandard.
The loan should be evaluated cm the borrower’s perceived ability to service the debt. Loans should not
be adversely classified merely due to high loan-tovalue ratios. In those associations with a material
volume of loans to facilitate, the regulator should
sample such loans to assure that sound underwxiting criteria are followed; if sound underwriting crib+
ria are not follow&, all such loans may be reviewed.
If a review of these loans provides the regulator with
a sufficient degree of confidence that loans to facilitate are granted to borrowers with an ability to service the debt, then adverse classification may be limited to those loans that are slow. Again,
management has the opportunity to provide documentation to support a Pass classification.

If an association can clearly demonstrate that repayment will occur regardless of delinquency status,
then such loan need not be classified as Substandard
or Loss. Examples of such situations are: the loan is
well-secured by collateral and is in the process of
collection; the loan is supported by a valid guarantee
or insurance; or it is a loan where claims have been
filed against a solvent estate. ‘Well-secured” implies
collaterali+ion by liens on or pledges of real or personal pro rty; including securities, that have a realizable va rue sufficient to discharge the debt in full,
or collateralization by the guarantee of a financially
responsible party. “In the process of cohction”
infers collection is proceeding in due course either
through legal action or, in appropriate circumstances, through collection efforts not involving
legal action that are reasonably expected to result in
repayment of the debt or its restoration to a current
status. For the purpose of computing delinquency, a
payment of 90% or more of the contractual payment
will be considered a full payment.

Consumer loans are credits extended to individuals
for personal, family, or household expenditures, as
defined in 12 CFR 5 561.12. Evidence of the soundness of a consumer loan is best indicated by the
repayment performance dem>nstrated by the borrower. This consideration, coupled with the fact that
consumer loans are typically small in size and large
in number, mandate a different approach to

CTZ regulations at 12 CFR s 561.13 and 561.47 do
not preclude the adverse classification of consumer
credit delinquent for a lesser period, or not delinquent, when such classification is warranted.
InvestmentSecurities

l

Wen computing whether a modSed or rehanced loan is
slow, ‘(t)he date on which the association obligate itself is the
date cm which the modification or rohnudng
becomes effective.
Such a transactionbecomes effective when alI conditions precc
dent have been met by the bomwer, thereby bindingthe a+rocia-

tion For lxamule, in states havinn an esuow ~~~edure. a
or ;efinancing
would b&mc effective &en d c&+
ditions of the escrow had been met.” (Based on an intemd intermodification

pretltim ofthe &nerd Coumd issuad January 4.1966; fomraly
isued = FkiLBBMemorandum T 16-l.)
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Classification of investment securities is based on
credit risk, not interest-rate risk. A decline in the
market value of a security simply due to interestrate fluctuations is not a basis for adverse
classification. Classification should be based on the
credit risk and collectibility of interest and principal
that the association has booked as an asset.
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In assessing the credit

quality of securities, associations and regulators will find the qualitative ratings
serprovided by recognized investment adviso
vices to be helpful guides. Regulators x ould
become famibar with the various rating services and
the qualitative standards implicit in their respective
ratin
systems. See Thrift Activities Regulatory
Handbook Section 220, Investment Securities, for
rating descriptions.
securities that are currently rated in the first four rating categories by these investment advisory services
are generally considered of investment quality and
not adversely classified. Securities that are not rated
but are considered of comparable quality to securities in the first four rating bands am also enerally
not adversely classified. Associations sho d d maintain current credit information on securities to assist
in the determination of credit quality.
Ratings accorded b investment advisory services
should not be r d
ed as absolute evidence of overall credit quality; therefore, associations and regulators should not feel constrained from deviating from
the published ratings. However, in those instances
where the recoe
rating services are unanimous
in assigning a rating and the regulator assign4 a
conflicting, adverse classification, the facts, as prr+
sented in a detailed write-up, must clearly and
demonstrably support the examiner’s findings. The
ultimate and conclusive test of investment quality is
actual credit soundness. The principles underlying
analysis of credit soundness are essentially the same
as those applicable to loan analysis.
Regulators should contact their regional offices for
guidance before they adversely classify any security.
NoninostmentGnufe Corporate Debt Secutities: FIRREA mandates that savings associations divest of all
noninvestment
de corporate debt securities as
soon as pruden Iray possible and in all cases by July 1,
1994. As a result, for noninvestment-grade corporate
debt securities maturing on or after July 1, 1994,
GAAP requires that such securities be carried at the
lower of cost or market value (LOCOM) because an
association loses its ability to hold such securities to
maturity. Securities that mature before July 1,1994
are not automatically subject to LOCOM. UTS will
otherwise apply the “Uniform Agreement on the
Classification of Assets” of the federal bank regulatory agencies to all noninvestment-grade
corporate
debt securities.
officed
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The “Uniform Agreement” states that, ‘Securities in
grades below the four highest ratings grades and
unrated securities of similar value (quality) will be
valued at market price and the depreciation will be
classi&d Doubtful; remaining book value will be
classified Substandard. Depreciation in defaulted
securities will generally be classified Loss; remaining
book value will be classified Substandard.” When
noninvestment-grade
securities are carried at
LOCOM, the difference between book value and car’ g value is classified Loss (specific allowance or
xn argwff) and the remaining book value will be
classified Substandard.
Renl Estate Acquired by Fordosure
Real estate acquired by foreclosure should be
accountd for at the lower of recorded investment in
the loan or the property’s fair value on the date of
foreclosure. The lower of cost or fair value becomes
the new cost basis of the real estate owned (REO).
The recorded investment is equal to the unpaid balance of the defaulted loan (gross of any specific
allowance previously established), accrued and
unpaid interest, and unamortized premiums, if any,
decreased by any unamortized discount. Fair value
is to be substantiated b a current appraisal at the
time of acquisition of t.ze property [see 5 !%3.172].
Any excess of the recorded investment over the fair
value of the property must be charged off. Subsequent valuations of REO will be at the lower of the
new cost basis or fair value.
Real estate acquired by foreclosure is often an
unsound asset, even when recorded at fair value.
The association’s ac uisition of the property is normally indicative of a4 ack of demand. As time lapses,
the lack of demand becomes more ap arent, and the
soundness of real estate for whi CK there is no
demand (at least at the current “asking price”)
becomes more questionable. This is not to say that
an adverse classification is mandatory. Each parcel
of REO is to be reviewed and classified on its merits.
In making that judgment, it is necessary to: identify
the reason for the foreclosure of the property; determine the association’s intentions as to disposition of
the property; compare the property’s carrying value
to its current market value; find out the “asking
price” and any offers the association has received;
determine the length of time the pro erty has been
held and reasons it has not been so Pd; and review
other pertinent factors, such as insurance coverage,
additional liens, present occupancy, income, and
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expenses, etc. A careful evaluation of the relevant
factors, many of which are mentioned above, should
enable the regulator to make an accurate and reliable
judgment with regard to classification. (Refer to
Thrift Activities R
latory Handbook Section 251,
Real Estate Own z” and Repossessed Assets, for
additional detail.)
Debt and Equity Investments in a Subsidiary
An association’s investment in a service corporation
may take many forms, some of which are listed
below:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Debt investment through collateralized loans
unsecuredloans
Capitalstock
Capital infusions
Guarantees of debt
Retainedearnings
Letters of credit
Assumption of debt
Advances not typically documented as loans.

To ascertain the quality of an association’s assets, the
regulator should evaluate debts owed by, and equity
investments in, subsidiaries. This necessitates an
evaluation of the assets of a subsidiary to determine
the worth of an equity investment and the ability of
the subsidiary to repay debts owed to the parent.
Debt instruments owed by a subsidiary to the parent
should be viewed as any other loan payable to the
association. The regulator should analyze the
financial strength of the borrower and the quality
and sufficiency of collateral to determine the probability of an orderly repayment of the debt. If, in
reviewing the assets and operations of the subsidiary, the regulator determines that losses are probable and estimable and, as such, the value of an
equity investment has diminished, a Loss or partial
Loss classification should be accorded. If risk of loss
exists, though not sufficiently pronounced, a Substandard or Doubtful classification is generally warranted.
In those instances where the subsidiary is not being
operated within an adequate degree of separation
such that the parent is insulated from the operations
of the subsidiary, the arent may be deemed liable
for the obligations of & e subsidiary as desaibed in
3 571.21, which describes attributes of corporate separateness. Section 56337(a) requires that each association and service corporation thereof be operated in a
manner that demonstrates to the public their separ260.8
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ate corporate existence. Regulators should ensure
that an association and its service corporation comply with S 56337, applying the 5 57121 attributes.
According to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), all consolidated losses (i.e., ownership
exceeds 50% and control is exercised) of service cortations flow through to the parent association.
lz sses of service co
rations that are accounted for
by the equity meth iX”(i.e., ownership of 20% to 50%
without control) decrease the book value of equity
investments in service corporations and are run
through the parent association’s income statement.
The equity investment is then adjusted for profit/
losses and can even be reduced below zero under
certain circumstances. For example, if losses exceeding the amount of the investment are recorded and
arantees exist, or management continues to fund
fasses, the investment may be reduced below zero.
Adjustments to the book value of an investment in
service corporations accounted for by the cost
method (i.e., less than 20% ownership without control) are made only when permanent impairments in
value occur.
Although the association’s investment in a service
corporation and the service corporation’s assets
should be analyzed separate1 , the relationship
between the two must be consi z ered. A service corporation’s assets should reflect GAAP valuation
standards. Losses and allowances should be booked
on the subsidiary’s accounts for any assets deserving
such treatment. The effect on the service corporation’s financial statements will also be reflected in
the association’s investment in the subsidia , which
should then be evaluated. It may also be cr assified,
based on the adjusted book balance (subsequent to
the effect from the subsidiary).
To illustrate, assume an association has a $1 million
uity investment in ABC Real Estate (ABC), a
w
eI olly owned subsidiary, that includes the retained
earnings of ABC and represents all of ABC’s net
worth. The thrift has also guaranteed a $1 million
loan from a third party to ABC, and has made $20
million in unsecured loans to ABC. ABC has a $10
million loan to a real estate developer that is secured
by property recently appraised at $6 million.
Provided there are no other sources of repayment of
the $10 million loan, ABC will probably have to recognize a $4 million loss on its loan to the developer.
That would eliminate ABC’s equity and result in a
negative net worth of $3 million on ABC’s books.
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Reporting on an unconsblidated basis, the parent
would write down its $1 million equity investment
In ABC to zero. The parent would also write down
its $20 million in unsecured loans to ABC to $17 million to recognize the diminution in value of those
unsecured loans to ABC. Although ABC would have
a net worth deficit of $3 million on its books, the arent would report its equity investment in A l3? as
zero on the quarterly Thrift Financial Report.
On the arent’s GAAP financial statements, the $4
million Pass on ABC’s loan to the developer would
be consolidated with the operatin results of the parent, and the balance sheets of A %C and the parent
would be consolidated. Intercompany transactions,
such as the $20 million in unsecured loans to ABC,
would be eliminated.
WBulance-Sheet Items
All dollar amounts listed under an adverse
classification heading for an off-balance-sheet item
may be footnoted in the ROE to indicate that the
adverse classification is contingent upon funding.
However, the gmss amount of the item is the basis
for dete rmining the balance of the classified asset.
Specific allowances or: charg-ffs
must be established for s&h items classified Loss. Off-balance
sheet items classified Substandard or Doubtful
should be considered when assessing the adequacy
of general valuation allowances.
Loan Cmmitmmts:
A loan commitment may be
classl&d if it is ascertained that the commitment Is
legally binding or mana ement has provided assurance that funding wi f occur. The commitment
should be evaluated as if it were a loan presently on
the books of the association, and the portion
classified should be based on the amount to be disbursed. Current financial statements of the prospective borrower, along with collateral, should be
reviewed to determine risk of nonpayment.
l&t&s of Credit: Letters of credit (LOG) should be
reviewed and classified, as a pro riate, based on the
assi cation of commersame criteria used for the SK
cial loans. Letters of credit should be classified if disbursement is likely and a credit weakness exists
arty. In such cases, regulators
with the account
should determine tf:e appropriate classification, and
require valuation allowances for the particular circumstances. (Letters of credit are discussed in Sec-

tion 215 of the Thrift Activities Regulatory Handbook)
For example, an association issues a $1 million
standby LOC as credit support to
antee payment on a $10 mlllion securitized
y of automobile
loans on behalf of the investors K”OC beneficiaries).
If the delinquency within the pool became so large
that the seller/issuer of the pool was unable to meet
the terms of the securities contract (partial default),
the beneficiaries would be able to collect the $1 million from the LOC issuer, which in turn would
attempt to collti from the seller. If the collateral
was insufficient to satisfy the obligation, and repay
the LCX issuer, a loss would result. Regulators
should review the LOC agreement, and the performance of the collateral pool, to determine the approriate classification. An example of a problem LOC
Pallows:
Year 1: No significant problems, but LOC issuer has
poorly documented the credit and financial capacity
of the bond issuer and has inadequate documentation of the pool’s performance. Delinquency begins
to rise. The likelihood of payment under the LOC
agreement cannot be determined. lhe LOC may be
designated Special Mention if the regulator believes
that the rising delinquencies and other problems
may adversely affect the institution’s credit position.
Year 2: Delinquencies become so large that the bond
issuer must make payments from its own limited
cash reserves. The LOC is classified Substandard,
due to the likelihood of drawdown plus limited
repayment sources.
Year 3: Bond issuer defaulb, and the investors
demand payment under the terms of the LOC agree
ment. During the course of the year, the full $1 million is paid to the investors. The payment by the
association results in an extension of credit (loan) to
the bond issuer. Since the collateral will primarily be
used to re ay investors, it is believed that the association wi 1p incur a significant loss. The loan is
classified at least Doubtful2
End of Year 3: Issuer files bankruptcy and bondholders stand to lose some of their investment. The LCK

* The aasodation or regulator might just as appropriately charge
off the loan at this point, depending on the perceived likelihood of
-Pym--
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issuer charges off the $1 million advanced under the
LOC.
Lwns in Procar, Including Lins ofCredit: Similar to
loan commitments, it should be ascertained that
additional funding ~33 occur. If losses are probable
and estimable in ioans where full funding has yet to
occur, the appropriate amount classifiable is the
gross amount of a loan, rather than only the funds
disbursed. For example, assume an association has
funded $4UO,CKKl
of a $1,ooO,ooOconstruction loan.
Despite a $7OODXlcurrent value, it has been ascertained that full funding will occur. If the loan is troubled and collateral-dependent,
and the expected
cash flow from the collateral is insufficient to meet
required principal and interest payments, generally
the appropriate classification
for this loan is S7CQOOO
Substandard and $300,000 Loss.
Litigation: Probable and estimable losses from litigation are generalJy accounted for by the establishment of a liability, as opposed to a contra asset
account (specific or general allowance). If, however,
an adverse ruling is expected from a litigious matter
and such adverse ruling will result in the noncollection of an asset presently outstand@, an adverse
classification of the asset is warranted, and a specific
allowance or charge4
should be established.
Fired Assets
Fixed assets used for business operations are depreciated and are generally not subject to adverse
classification. Situations may arise, however, where
such a classification Is warranted. For instance, if
property had been acquired for future expansion
and it has since been determined that the expansion
will not occur, the property should be reclassified as
real estate held for development, investment, or
resale. If held for resaIe, the property should be carried at the lower of cost or fair value. If the property
is dasstied real estate held for development or
investment, it should be carried at the lower of cost
or net realizable value (NW). For example, an association holds a trailer that had formerly been used as
a branch office and has ceased business operations at
the facility. The asset should be class&d as a prop
erty held for resale and carried at the lower of cost
or fair value.
Other Assets
Deposits in Other Associations: Pursuant to Resolution
No. 88-184 and the Federal Home Loan Bank
260.10
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(FHLB) As-Agent Program implemented by a district bank, investments in deposits of associations
shall be exempt from the asset classification system
set forth at 5 563.160. The resolution further indicated that all district banks are authorized to proceed with As-Agent Programs to place deposits in
associations designated by a regional director as
being under su rvisory control. Associations
investing in such Jeeposits need not be located in the
same region as the association in which the deposits
are placed.
Repossessions: A repossession should be booked at
the lower of the recorded investment in the loan
satisfied or the pro erty’s fair value on the date the
association takes s ear title and
ssession of the
property. Any excess of the recor z”ed investment in
the loan over fair value must be first char@ against
a specific allowance, if any. Any remaining loss
amount should be charged against the
allowance. Generally, repossessions should %? 2
posedofina
reasonably short period of time. As
noted with REO, the Ion er an asset remains in the
repossession account, fi e more suspect is the
demand for and value of the asset. (Refer to Thrift
Activities Regulatory Handbook Section 251, Real
Estate Owned and Repossessed Assets, for additional detail.)
Accrued Interest Receivable:Accrued interest is consideTed a part of the investment in the loan that must
be evaluated for collectibility by considering the
value of the collateral and an other sources of
repayment. In general, unless tKe troubled loan is
well-secumd and in the process of collection, interest
accrual is inappropriate. Accrued interest that does
not meet these criteria should be classified Loss. If
the criteria are met, and the loan is classified Substandard or Doubtful, the accrued interest should be
likewise classified.
oi@retzct~ in Accounts and Stale Items: Any unreconciled difference in accounts should be accorded a
Loss classification if the difference cannot be located
in a reasonable period of time. Types of other assets
frequently found in associations are the various temporary holding accounts such as suspense, interoffice, teller, transit, and bookkeeping differences
having debit balances. These accounts should be
used only for temporafy recording until the offsetting entry is identified and posted to the proper
account. Nothin should be allowed to remain in
those accounts Por any significant length of time,
normally no more than a few business days. All dif-
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ferences in accounts should be closed out at least
quarterly. Unreconciled differences in “Due From
Banks” accounts should be reviewed, with long outstanding and undocumented differences considered
for a Loss classification. Other stale items, such as
returned checks and overdue accounts receivable
deemed uncollectible, should also be reviewed for
possible.adverse classification.

Considenations Relating to R Guarantor’s Willingness to
Repay: Regulaton should normally rely on their
analysis of the guarantor’s financial strength and
assume a willingness to perform imless tkre is evidence to the contrary. This assumption may be
modified based on the guarantofs “track record,”
including payments made on the asset under review
and those made on the guarantor’s other financial
obligations.

Tredment of Guam&s
in the Class@ntion Process:
t and the borrower’s
The original source of repa
intent and ability to fulfi Penthe obligation without
reliance on third-party guarantors should be the primary basis for the review and classification of assets.
Regulators should, however, consider the sup rt
provided by guarantees in the determination o p”the
appropriate classification treatment for troubled
loans. The presence of a guarantee from a
“financially responsible guarantor” as described
below, may be sufficient to reclude classification or
reduce the severity of classi Rcation.

A guarantee from a “Anandally responsible guarantor” has the following attributes:
l

l

l

The guarantor must have both the fkancial
capacity and willingness to provide support for
the credit;
The nature of the guarantee is such that it can
provide support for the remaining indebtedness,
in whole or in part, during the remaining loan
term; and

Regulators should give due consideration to those
guarantors who have demonstrated their ability and
willingness to fulfill previous obli tions in their
evaluation of current guarantees 0$ similar assets.
An important consideration will be whether previously required performance under guarantees was
voluntary or the result of legal or other actions by
the lender to enforce the guarantee. -ton
should give little credence, if any, however, to guarantees from obligers who have reneged on obligations in the past, unless there is clear evidence that
the guarantor has the ability and intent to honor the
specific guarantee under review.
Regulators should also consider he economic incentives for performance from guarantors:
l

l

Who have already partially performed under
the guarantee or who have other significant
investments in the project;
Whose other sound
projects are crosscollateralized or otherwise intertwined with the
loan; or

The guarantee should be legally enforceable.
l

The above characteristics generally indicate that a
guarantee may improve the prospects for repayment
of the debt obligation.
Considerations Relating to the Guarantor’s Financial
Capacity: The lending
institution must have
sufficient information on the guarantor’s financial
condition, income, liquidity, cash flow, contingent
liabilities, and other relevant factors (including
credit ratings when available) to demonstrate the
guarantor’s financial capacity to fulfill the obligation. Also, it is important to consider the number
and amount of guarantees currently extended by the
guarantor in order to determine that the guarantor
has the Enancial capacity to fulfill all such contingent claims.

Where the guarantees are collateralized by readily marketable assets that are under control of a
third party.

Other Considerations:In general, only guarantees that
are legall enforceable will be relied upon. AU
legally en Yorceable guarantees, however, may not be
acceptable. In addition to the guarantor’s fmancial
capacity and williigness to perform, it is expected
that the guarantee will not be subject to significant
delays in collection, or undue complexities or uncertainties about the guarantee.
The nature of the guarantee should also be considered by regulators. For example, some guarantees
for real estate projects pertain only to the develop
ment and construction phases of the project. As
such, these limited guarantees would not be relied

OmQof
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u n to support a troubled loan after the completion
0p”those phases.
Regulators should also consider the institution’s
intent to enforce the guarantee and whether there
are valid reasons to preclude an institution from
pursuing the guarantee. A history of timely enforce
ment and successful collection of the full amount of
the guarantees should be a positive consideration in
the classification process.
Cenchasive Presumption of Worthlessness
of Debts Held by Savings Associations
The following
licy was issued by OTS on November 23,1992 as !oegulatory Bulletin 29:
BUCkpUlld
In

1992, the IRS issued new regulations that relate to
the deductibility of loan charge-offs by financial
institutions. Under these regulations, institutions
may elect to conform their tax accounting for bad
debts with their regulatory accounting. Institutions
that make this election will automatically be allowed
to deduct &arge-offs of loss assets for federal
incometaxpurposesinthesameyearthechargeoffs are taken for regulatory purposes.
The new regulations require the institution to maintain loan loss classification standards that are consistent with the standards established for loan chargeoffs by ik primary federal supervisory agency. If the
institution meek these requirements, ik loan charge
offs are conclusively presumed worthless for federal
income tax purposes. These regulations are effective
for tawble years ending on or after December 31,
1991.
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When requested by a savings association that has
made or intends to make the election under IRS regulation section 1.1&2(d)(3), the regulator may issue
the Express Determination Latter, provided the savings association maintains and applies loan loss
classification standards that are consistent with regulatory requirements.
The Express Determination Letter should be issued
only at the completion of an examination that covers
the association’s loan review process, and for which
the regulator has concluded that issuance of the
Express Determination Letter is appropriate. Regulators should not alter the scope or frequency of examinations merely to permit savings associations to use
this new regulation.
The Express Determination Letter should be signed
and dated by the examiner in char e and provided
to the savings association for its fif es. The Express
Determination Letter is not part of the examination
report The regulator should document in examination work pa rs his/her conclusions regarding the
association’s roan loss classification standards.
OTS standards for loan chargeoffs and classification
standards are set forth in Section 217 (Consumer
Landing), Section 218 (Credit Card Lending) and
this Section of the Thrift Activities Regulatory Handbook.
The Express Determination
only if:
l

Letter should be issued

The examination indicatus that the savings association maintains
and applies loan loss
classification standards that are consistent with
OTS standards regarding the identification of
losses and chargeoff of loans.

Election Rquirements
l

To be eligible, an institution must file a conformity
election with ik federal tax return. The BIs regu~tions also require the institution’s primary federal
supervisory agency to expressly determine that the
institution maintains and applies classification standards for loan charge-offs that are consistent with
regulatory requirements.

The E ress Determination
issued 7’ :

Procedures
l

‘The savings association is responsible for requesting

an Express

260.12
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There are no material deviations from regulatory standards. Minor criticisms of the savings
association’s loan review process or immaterial
individual deviations from regulatory standards
should not preclude issuance of the Express
Determination Letter.
Letter should not be

The savings association’s

relating to chargeoffs
criticism.

loan review process
is subject to significant
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Loan charge-offs for Thrift Financial Report purposes are consistently overstated or understated.
There is a pattern of loan charge-offs not recognized in the appropriate year.

Revoking the Election
The savings association’s election of the new method
is revoked automatically if the regulator does not
issue an Express Determination Letter at the end of
an examination that covers the loan review process.
The OTS is not required to rescind any previously
issued Express Determination Letters.
A regulator’s decision to withhold the Express
Determination Letter generally revokes the election
for the current year. However, it does not invalidate
a savin association’s election for any prior year(s).
Withho H”
ding the Express Determination
Letter
places the burden of proof on the association to support its tax deductions for loan charge-offs.
Interregion

Cladidona

Classification of an asset held by associations in
more than one region is the primary responsibility of
the region in which the lead association is located
(lead region). When the lead region has determined
the appropriate
classification, the classification
write-up, as presented in the ROE, and documentation on how the classification was determined,
should be distributed to the regions that have associations partici sting in the asset (participating
‘on@. The Bocumentation should include the calcu
re% tions used to determine any Loss classification
accorded the asset. A Pass classification should also
be communicated to the participating regions.
Regional directors may direct associations in their
region, or their affiliates or service corporations, to
adjust the book value of an asset. Where participants
are regulated by another region, the regional director
of the lead lender will provide key information to
other regional directors, including the adjustment to
the book value and a copy of the a praisal report, if
applicable. lhe regional directors o P the out-of-region
participants should, in turn, communicate the appropriate adjustments to the assefs book value to their
associations. Loss allowances and chargeoffs should
be established in accordance with O’S policy.

Section 260

Regulatory Bulletin 4a as a result of a classification,
an appraised value, or a directive to establish allowances.
Regional directors of the lead lender and all participants should ensure that within 30 days of being
notified to establish an allowance or charge-off, all
associations, service corporations, or affiliates have
taken appropriate action or have submitted a written explanation concerning why allowances or
chargeoffs were not established. In absence of an
explanation, or the establishment of an allowance or
charge-off, the regional director should initiate necessary supervisory action.
If the lead region has yet to review an interregion
asset, the participating region, pursuant to an examination, should review the asset and determine an
appropriate classification. If adversely classified, the
write-up should be forwarded to the lead region.
The write-up may also be sent to other participating
regions for informational purposes. This same proce
dure should be followed in those instances where
information has been received subsequent to a lead
classification,
region’s
Which
renders
such
classification dated and inappropriate.
Classified Asset ConunenB
Generally, classified asset comments or write-ups
are prepared to inform the board of directors and
the regional office of weaknesses in an association’s
assets and lending/investment
policies and procedures. Regulator writeups further serve to highlight
problem assets that were undetected by the association’s internal review and self-classification procedures.
When a detailed write-up is required, the regulator
must present pertinent and lucid written comments
relating to assets and contingent liabilities subject to
criticism. It is essential that comments support the
classification assigned. ineffective written preseniation of an asset weakens the message and cask
doubt on the accuracy of the classification.
Detailed write-ups take considerable time and may
add little to the reporting of an association’s overall
condition. For this reason, detailed write-ups may
only be necessary when:
.

The lead lender or any participant has the option to
file a request for an informal review pursuant to

The asset is a major loan, project, or investment
and the classification will have a major effect on
the association’s capital;
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The asset is si

’ cant

and management disa-

grees with the cP ssification;
l

l

l

An insider is involved;
The writeup serves to highlight a deficiency that
led to the classification, such as inadequate policies and procedures, or a violation of the association’s policies and procedures that are deemed
adequate; or
The loan is part of an interregion participation
not yet reviewed by the lead region.

If these criteria result in no detailed write-ups, asset
uali
is rated three or below, and weak self%assix‘cation procdures
exist, the regulator may
wish to determine an ap ropriate number of
adversely classified assets to ge written up to highlight the severity of asset problems.

Section 260

the weaknesses in the asset. If the regulator judges an
abbreviated write-u desirable for such assets, or if a
detailed write-up o P the asset was prepared during a
prior examination, the abbreviated cornmen ts should
include, at a minimum: the borrower and project
names, loan or REO number, classification amount,
borrower’s business or occupation, collateral location
and value, any significant change from previous
write-ups, and a brief description of the reason for
classification.
If the association has prepared a write-up or a synop
sis that adequately describes the credit and reaches
the ap ropriate classification conclusion of the
adverse Yy classified asset, the write-up or synopsis
may be used in the ROE. The regulator should
include a statement that indicates agreement with the
self-classification.
Detailed Asset Comments

l

l- to &unit residential mortgage loans;

To prepare effective asset comments, the regulator
must be familiar with all significant factors surrounding the asset. Only infomtion
that is germane to the
&set’s descri tion and collectibility should be
included in Jle comments. The important weaknesses of the asset should not be overshadowed by
extraneous information that might well be omitted.
Comments should be brief, concise, and should
include all pertinent information.

.

consumer loans;

Lixa?ts

l- to 4-unit residential properties acquired
through foreclosure; and

The detailed writeup consists of two parts, a heading and narrative. A heading normally will consist of:

l- to 4-unit residential loans to facilitate.

27~ Outstanding Balance: Total liabilities of the borrower, including contingent liabilities, at the association should be listed. Loans should be listed individually and subtotaled by the obligor, with accrued
interest receivable added to the loan balances.
Specific allowances on the borrower’s loan and any
participations sold should be indicated in aggregate
as contra-assets before totaling. Reasons for nonadverse classification of specific debts, or portions
thereof, should be provided in the narrative corn
merits.

Grouped write-ups are desirable when grouping similar assets will avoid
presenting
numerous
classifications that, when written up individually,
would be insignificant. Classified assets of the following types may usually be reported as a group:

l

l

Each grouped write-up of similar assets should be
presented under its appropriate heading. The reason
for the classification and whether management
agrees or disagrees with the classification should be
provided. l’he grouped writeups may be presented
individually or may be aggregated with a list of individual loans provided to management and retained
in the examination work papers. See Appendix A for
sample presentations.
No, or Abbrerriatecf,White-Ups
Write-ups are not necessary when the association’s
internal asset review program accurately identifies

260.14
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l%e Name oftk Borrower or Project: On a major proj&
loan, the project name should be followed by the
name(s) of the borrower(s) who signed the note.
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Amount Past Due: On an amortizing note, the
amount past due equals the contractually delinquent
amount of principal and accrued interest. On a single-payment note with periodic interest payments,
the amount past due equals the amount of contractually delinquent interest. On a note that has matured
or been called in accordance with the loan agreement, the amount past due equals the principal balance plus accrued interest.
2% Amount: Include all adversely classified amounts
by rating.
The narrative should cover the following elemenk
in a well-organized format
IdPnfiFurtton: If the borrower is a business, indicate
the type of corporate enti
(corporation,
artnership, joint venture, etc.) an x the nature of tRe business. If the borrower is an individual, indicate occupation. Guarantors, cosigners, and endorsers, if any,
and their relationship to the borrower also should be
identified.
Dcscriptiu~ Each debt should be concisely described
as to type, origination date, purpose, amount, and
terms. Identify participations sold by indicating the
llrchasing association(s), city/state, and amount(s).
The amount of any charge-offs or specific allowances established should be reported, and any
accrued interest receivable added to the outstanding
balance should be indicated. The source of repayment should also be identified. The description and
dates of any modifications to the debt, such as
refinancing+ extensions, assumptions, or capitalization of interest should be disdosed. Indicate deliiuen
and ix-&rest accrual status. If the loan was
LIZ
ass’ ed at the previous examination, state the
classification(s) and amount(s).
Collateral: Describe and evaluate any collateral, indicating the marketability and condition. Provide the
date and source of valuation/appraisal,
and if material to the writeup, an opinion as to the reasonable
ness of the appraiser’s assumptions
and any
management adjustments to the assumptions (i.e.,
holding period, cash flows, discount rate, reversion
value). indicate additional liens, if any, and detail
any information that supports or derogates the value
given (e.g., occu ancy rate, discounted cash flows,
rior sales of in x ividual units). Describe any leaseRolds.

offh
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Financial Data: Current balance sheet and operating
information on repayment sources should be pre
sented, to the extent necessary. Indicate tie date of
statements, whether they are fiscal or interim statements, and if they have been audited. Major items
on the statements that indicate an ability or inability
to perform or effect possible recovery should be
indicated. Income and expense figures on income
property loans should always be disclosed. A discussion of items on outdated financial statements
may have little relevance to the asset or ik
classification.
Summary of the Problem: Briefly identify the conditions that have led to the deterioration in the credit
and the resultant classification. Describe missing or
incomplete documentation that leaves the association in a subordinate or unsecured position.
Murr~gem~nt’s Intentions: Comments should include
any actions proposed by management to improve
uality or effect li uiclation of the debt. The write-up
sfi ould indicate w%en management is not in agreement with the adverse classification. It will be
assumed that management
concurs with the
classification unless otherwise noted.
Rec~mendatior~~: The regulator may recommend
any additional action deemed appropriate, such as
an effort by management to obtain additional collateral, the need to obtain updated financial inform+
tion, or the need to place a nonperforming loan in a
nonaccrual status.
Razl Estate Owned
One- to Four-Family Dwellings: As mentioned prwiously, one- to four-family REO will genexally be
written up in aggregate. When individual write-u s
are deemed necessary, however, the heading sho J d
identify the parcel by number and previous borrower (e.g., REO 344: Williams Property) and by the
adversely classified amount. ‘Ihe narrative should
the date the parcel was acquired; the
indicate:
amount of the loan origination; chargeoffs or spe
cific valuation allowance against origination amount
and additions to chargeoffs or specific valuation
allowance since repossession; description and location of property including ik condition and markekbility; property valuation; date and source of valuation; income and expenses associated with the
pro erty; any offers received; participation interest
solc!; and an explanation of management’s current
marketing effork to dispose of the property.

of
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Commercial Real Estate: ln addition to the information
required for one- to four-family REO, the narrative
for commercial real estate should indicate: date of
appraisal and valuation c&ulation; operating status
of the property and net income or 1~ generated; and
other circumstances per&em to the classification.
other Assets
Detailed write-ups for other assets should provide a
description of the asset and necessary information to
justify the classification. Write-ups for adversely.
classified securities should be similar to those of
loans.
Asset Quality Comment
In providin a summary of asset quality in the ROE,
references sa ould be made to the level and trend of
adversely classified assets. A primary indicator of
asset quality risk to the association is the ratio, of
classified assets to total capital plus general valuation allowances that are not already included in total
capital. The asset quality comment should also
ially
address the severity of classifications, es
when there are sizable Loss classif?cations, Kzzause
these classifications wiIl have an immediate effect on
the association’s level of capital. Further, sizable
Loss classifications may indicate untimely recognition of losses by management and, therefore, inaccurate financial reporting. The trend in adverse
classifications, as a percentage of capital, should also
be noted. Often as im rtant as the level of adverse
classifications is whe Joer asset quality is improving
or deteriorating. (Refer to the Capital Adquacy section of the Thrift Activities Regulatory Handbook
for additional guidance.)
The asset quality comment should identify the reasons asset quality problems exist and what actions
are necessary for improvement. Deficiencies in, or
nonadherence to, policies and procedures that have
resulted in the current volume and trend of classified assets should be highlighted and supported by
write-ups presented elsewhere in the report An
assessment of management’s ability and willingness
to recognize asset problems through the selfclassification process should also be presented.
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Section 260

Classification of Assets
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septanbe?

ExaminationObjectives
liTo determine the adequacy of the association’s
ties and procedures for self-dassification aJo its
compliance with such policies and procedures.
To evaluate the association’s self-classification and
monitoring of its assets, and to assess management’s
ability and willingness to correctly identify problem
and potential problem assets in a timely manner.
To identify subinvestmentquality
assets that represent an inordinate risk to the association and ultimately to the SAIF.
To determine if the association maintains adequate
records to substantiate its asset classification system.

Examination Procedures
Leud!
1. Determine the adequacy of the association’s written policies for self-classification of assets.
2. Determine the reasonableness of the association’s
internal asset rating system, and ascertain that internal ratings correlate to regulatory classifications.
3. Determine whether the board of directors reviews
and approves the self-classification reports.
4. Determine how frequently the association reviews
its assets.
5. Compute the following ratio and compare with
ratio from previous examinations:
Adversely classified assets to total capital plus general valuation allowances that are not already
included in total capital.
6. Reconcile the list of adversely classified assets
with those disclosed on financial statements and
O’lS reports to determine accuracy of reporting.
7. After analyzing internal records and discussing
asset quality issues with management, conduct a
review of a sample population and determine the
appropriate classification for assets reviewed. (For
details on Sampling, refer to Section 209 of the Thrift
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Section 260

Classification of Assets

Activities Regulatoory Handbook.) Prepare detailed
write-ups for those assets where necessary.
8. Provide a list of any additional adverse
classifications to the regulator assigned to the Capital Adequacy section.

§W

5 571.18
5 571.21

Appraisals
Accounting for Troubled Debt
Restructuring
Se arate Corporate Existence of
a % rvice Corporation

Office of Thrift Supervision Bulletins
9. Compare the list of regulator<lassified assets
with the association’s self-classification list to determine the extent of management’s knowledge of asset
problems.
10. Provide management with a copy of the
classifications and write-ups to assure that information presented in the write-up is correct, and deterwith
the
concurrence
management’s
ZZfications.
11. Ensure that the Objectives of this Handbook Section have been met. State your findings and conclusions, as well as appropriate recommendations for
any necessary corrective measures, on the appropriate work papers and report pages.

References

RB 4a
RB 29
TB 16
TB 37a

Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 5
No. 13
No. 15
No. 65

Code of Federal Regulations

No. 114

(12CFRI

Supervisory Review Process
Conclusive Presump lion of
Worthlessness of Debts Held by
Savings Associations
Environmental Risk and
Liability
Use of A praisal Information
on Loan R 'sk Analysis

Accounting for Contingencies
Accounting for Leases
Accounting by Debtors and
Creditors for Troubled Debt
R~tructllrings
Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking Activities
Accounting by Creditors for
Impairment of a Loan

Subchapter C: Regulations fm Federal Savings Associations

Other

5 545.82

OTS Notice No. 90-1432, Public
Reports of Condition

Finance Subsidiaries

Subchapter D: Regulations Applicable to All Savings
Associations
Consumer Credit
Consumer Credit Classified as
Loss
Security
Slow Consumer Credit
Slow Loans
Operation of Service Corporations; Liability of Savings Association for Debt of Service Cor-

Disclosure

of

OTS Transmittal No. 28, Review and Classification
of Commercial Real Estate Loans
SEC FRR 28, Accounting for Loan Losses by Registrants Engaged in Lending Activities
AICPA SOP 92-3, Accounting for Foreclosed Assets

gaZZ:ation
of Certain Assets
Re-Evaluation of Real Estate
Owned
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Appendix A: Example of ROE Page A-12

Examination

Date: May 9, 1993

Assets have been classified as Substandard, Doubtful and Loss in accord with 12 CFR
5 563.160.
Classified assets are grouped as follows:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Mortgage loans and contracts;
Consumer loans:
Other non-mortgage loans;
Real estate and other repossessed assets;
Investment securities; and
Other assets.

Total Dollar Amount
Name of Borrower
Description

Amount
Past Due

Substandard

Doubtful

LOSS

A. Mortgage Loans and Contracts
$112,158
74,733
37,440
$224,331
(56,079)
$168,252

(1)
(2)
(3)

$ 6,075

Participations

Sold

13,440
$106,079

$37,173

If the Shoe Fits, Inc. (Company)
By: A. Keeley Seale, President and individually
Guarantor: I. Marcos
Debts of the borrower are classified Substandard and Loss due to planned liquidation of
the business, the shortfall in estimated collateral value, and the perceived inability
of the principal and guarantor to perform on a deficiency balance.
Company is a retail shoe store in nearby Pedicure, Colorado.
1) Amount represents the outstanding balance of an original $120,000 loan dated 6-1588, and accrued interest receivable of $3,500. Proceeds were used to purchase a retail
commercial building which houses the business. Last Federal Savings and Loan of Frostbite Falls, Minnesota, holds a $56,079 participating interest. Terms call for 180
monthly payments of $1,215, currently five months in arrears. Debt is secured by a first
lien on the building.
2) Amount represents the outstanding balance of an original $70,000 single payment
note last renewed 12-15-92, with interest of $2,323 capitalized on that date, and accrued interest receivable of $2,410. Proceeds were originally used for operating expenses, however, the note has been renewed three times with no principal reduction.
Note is due 6-15-93, and is secured by inventory, accounts receivable, and a third
mortgage on the real estate securing (1).
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Section 260

Appendix A: Example of ROE Page A-12

3) Amount represents the outstanding balance of an original $48,000 four-year term
note dated 2-12-91, and accrued interest receivable of $1,440. Proceeds were used to
purchase equipment and for operating expenses. Annual payment of $12,000 is past due
since 2-12-93. Debt is secured by equipment and a $25,000 certificate of deposit.
Vice President Enstepp stated that Mr. Seale has voluntarily agreed to liquidate
the
business after experiencing three consecutive years of operating losses. V.P. Enstepp
estimates that the institution will receive approximately $50,000 from the sale of inventory and equipment and the collection of accounts receivable. An appraisal, dated
5-30-88, values the commercial building at $165,000. Management feels this to be an
accurate estimate of current value. V.P. Enstepp expects the second lienholder to purchase the 6rst lien.
Mr. Seale adds little strength to the debt. His compiled financial statement, dated ll30-92, shows total assets of $250,000 and net worth of $150,000. However, his investment in the indebted business was valued at $100,000. Guarantor, Mr. Scale's mother
in-law, has left the country and cannot be located.
The certificate of deposit securing (3) is held by the institution and will be cashed
and applied to the debt. This amount is not subject to adverse classification. Portion
of the debt secured by the frrst mortgage and $50,000 in remaining collateral is accorded a Substandard classification, with the balance considered Loss. The debts of
this borrower were not internally classified by the institution. Management concurs
with the adverse classification and could offer no explanation as to why these assets
were not shown on the most recent self-classification report.
V.P. Enstepp stated that the liquidation of the business will be closely monitored
the institution.

Total Dollar Amount
Name of Borrower
Description

Amount
Past Due

Substandard

s1,000,000
(330,000) Specific Allowance
$670,000
$ 670,000

Doubtful

by

Loss

$670,000

Sheer Debacle Tower
By: Utter N. Competency, General Partner
Continued classification from previous examination and similarly classified by the institution. The note matured 11-15-92. Foreclosure of collateral, seven condominium
units, is scheduled for July 1993. Appraisal, dated March 5, 1992, values collateral
at $670,000. Management plans to sell the collateral piecemeal upon acquisition. Offers received by the institution are in line with appraised values.

$226,700

$226,700

$19,224

Six (6) loans adversely classified. Detailed list left with management.
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Appendix A: Example of ROE Page A-12

Total Dollar Amount
Name of Borrower
Description

Amount
Past Due

Substandard

Doubtful

Loss

B. Consumer Loans
$54,200

$20,337

$66,300

$12,100

Eighteen (18) loans classified in accordance with 12 CFR J§ 561.12 and 561.13. Detailed
list left with management. Amounts classified Loss were charged off during the examination.

C. Other

Nonmortgage

$32,100

Loans
$32,100

DeCat, Felix
$7,455
LePeu, Pepe

.$7,455

$7.455

D&at's
business loan, secured by film production equipment with an estimated value
of $35,000, was classified Substandard. The note matured on 11-01-92.

Mr.

V.P. Enstepp does not disagree with the classification but stated that Mr. DeCat was on
location for a film in Italy and would refmance or repay the loan when he returns.
The unsecured working capital loan to Mr. LePeu was classified Loss. Mr. LePeu has vacated his business establishment, 'Unusual Scents.'
V.P. Enstepp stated that he agrees with the classification and added that it is rumored
that Mr. LePeu joined the French Foreign Legion.
D. Real Estate and Other Repossessed Assets
$321.000
Paradise Lost

$280,000

$41,000

Property, originally consisting of eight condominium units in Camelot, Colorado, was
acquired by the institution July 15, 1992. A July 21, 1992 appraisal valued the property at $430,000. Wo condominiums have sold in the interim period, yielding average
net proceeds to the institution of $54,500 per unit. A fair value calculation based on
average sales proceeds of $54,500 per unit and a two year absorption period results in
a value of $280,000 for the remaining units. This amount is classified Substandard and
the excess Loss. Management concurred with the classification and established a specific
allowance of $41,000 during the examination. Management should periodically revalue
the property to determine the adequacy of the specific allowance.
$123,500

$115,000

$8,500
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Appendix A: Example of ROE Page A-12

Total Dollar Amount
Name of Borrower
Description

Amount
Past Due

Substandard

Doubtful

Loss

Four (4) single family dwellings. Loss classification represents the amount in excess of
fair value on one property for which the institution failed to establish
the appropriate carrying value at the time of transfer to real estate owned.
Total classified assets

26049.4
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$1,484,079
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Section 260

Date
Express Determination Letter for IRS Regulation Section 1.166-2(d)(3)
In connection with the most recent examination of [NAME OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATION], by the Office of Thrift Supervision, as of [EXAMINATIONDATE], we reviewed
the institution’s loan review process as it relates to loan charge-offs. Based on our review,
we concluded that the bank, as of that date, maintained and applied loan loss classification
standards that were consistent with regulatory standards regarding loan charge-offs.
This statement is made on the basis of a review that was conducted in accordance with
our normal examination procedures and criteria, including sampling of loans in accordance with those procedures and criteria. It does not in any way limit or preclude any formaI or informal supervisory action (including enforcement actions) by this supervisory
authority relating to the institution’s loan review process or the level at which it maintains
its allowance for loan and lease losses.

OTS Examiner in Charge
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